Earth system models (ESMs) are computationally expensive and represent many complex processes on a wide range of scales from molecular to global. Certain ESM computations require high precision while others, such as atmospheric microphysics (e.g., precipitation) which are approximated by bulk properties, should not. As such, atmospheric microphysics models are prime candidates for conversion to single precision, which afford distinct computational and memory advantages over typical double-precision numbers. However, care must be taken as indiscriminate type casting to single precision can result in numerical instability and divergent output when applied naively. In this work we relate our experiences attempting to improve the performance of the Morrison-Gettelman microphysics package (MG2) in a popular ESM by modifying it to compute in single precision without sacrificing correctness. We find that modification of the entire MG2 package to compute with singleprecision floats achieves a respectable performance increase but does not appear to be correct in terms of maintaining consistency with double-precision MG2. On the other hand, narrowing the scope of our conversion to a couple expensive subprograms yields more satisfying results in terms of correctness but with negligible overall performance improvement. We evaluate correctness with both an objective statistical tool and traditional approaches more familiar to climate scientists. While we are still working toward our ultimate goal of improving the performance of MG2 without negatively affecting model output, we believe that our experiences may be helpful to other groups pursuing similar goals.
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Index Terms-mixed precision; earth system model; statistical consistency; parameterization; application performance I. INTRODUCTION Earth system models (ESMs) are valuable for understanding past climates and exploring future climate scenarios. ESMs, such as the popular Community Earth System Model (CESM™) [1] , typically feature large and complex code bases that are a result of years of contributions from a wide community of developers. These constantly evolving codes must be able to run simulations on diverse platforms and support a range of experimental configurations. As a result, maintaining model confidence and reliability via software quality assurance is both non-trivial and critical as ESM output may affect societal responses to the changing climate. The CESM Ensemble Consistency Test (ECT) [2] was developed to facilitate the verification of ports of CESM to new machines and, more generally, to ensure that changes to the CESM software or hardware stack during the development cycle do not adversely affect the model output. CESM-ECT has been useful in that it defines correctness in terms of statistical distinguishability between a new run and an ensemble of control runs, thereby allowing for non bit-for-bit (BFB) results to still be judged "correct" if statistically consistent.
Climate models are computationally expensive, particularly for fully-coupled models on high-resolution grids, and optimizing performance for such models and their components has long been of interest (e.g., see [3] [4] [5] ). The CESM-ECT has provided more leeway for CESM developers to experiment with more aggressive optimizations and heterogeneous computing platforms, where BFB reproducibility is typically not possible. Optimizing CESM to prepare for future computing platforms has been proceeding incrementally [6] , and one optimization that has long been of interest is using single precision (SP) instead of double precision (DP) in portions of the code. While using four bytes instead of eight inevitably leads to different results, SP computations have the potential to run twice as fast as their DP counterparts in the right computing environment and require half the memory [7] . The general concerns with using SP are whether an algorithm remains numerically stable and whether the floatingpoint range is sufficiently large. For CESM, our particular focus is on whether SP can be used in portions of the code without negatively affecting scientific conclusions drawn from the simulation output (i.e., "correctness").
In this paper, we discuss our experiences, successes, and challenges with the use of SP in several sections of the CESM code. Our concern for correctness being paramount, we discuss how the CESM-ECT has facilitated the pursuit of such transformation. We also share thoughts on correctness from a more subjective climate science point of view and our efforts to reconcile the two approaches. While this work is far from complete and does not yet resemble a success story, we believe that sharing our experience will provoke discussion on how correctness can be ascertained in the context of a complex and large code like CESM.
II. BACKGROUND
A. The atmospheric model component CESM models the Earth system by coupling models of major Earth system components (e.g., atmosphere, ocean, land, river, ice, etc.) and simulating the complicated interactions between them. Our focus in this work is the atmospheric model component, or Community Atmosphere Model (CAM). High resolution climate simulations (typically grids with resolutions of less than 100 km) are of great interest as they improve small and large-scale process interactions, and CAM is generally the most expensive model component in such CESM simulations (e.g., [8] ), making it a prime target for optimization. The CAM code base largely consists of the dynamical core (equations of motion) and the so-called "physics" processes (e.g., thermodynamics). The large number of processes in CAM and their varying scales result in code that is quite complex and costly. Physics computations, all of which are in DP, cost approximately 70% of CAM run time. Many of the physics subcomponents feature parameterizations which model processes that occur on a smaller scale than the grid resolution. Some climate scientists think that these "sub-grid scale" approximations should not need the precision of 8byte floats (e.g. [9] , [10] ). Computing these physical processes with 4-byte floats could translate to a substantial performance increase for this portion of the model code, provided that the change to SP does not negatively affect the correctness.
B. UF-CAM-ECT and evaluating correctness
For this work, we use the CAM "ultra-fast" ensemble consistency testing tool from the CESM-ECT suite of tools, known as UF-CAM-ECT [11] . UF-CAM-ECT evaluates the correctness of a set of new CESM simulations by evaluating whether they are statistically distinguishable from a control ensemble of CESM simulations (included in each tagged CESM release). The testing framework for UF-CAM-ECT is based on Principal Component Analysis (PCA), and ensemble variability is created by machine roundoff-level perturbations to the initial temperature field. This tool is relatively inexpensive (i.e., "ultra-fast") because it uses an ensemble of simulations that are only nine model time steps in length, and the variability in the established ensemble is sufficient to robustly evaluate new simulations. Due to its low computational cost, UF-CAM-ECT is the CESM-ECT tool recommended for initial correctness checks and is particularly useful for CESM optimization and debugging efforts as the new simulations may need to be frequently generated and climate expertise is not required. In fact, UF-CAM-ECT is in regular use by CESM software engineers to verify ports of CESM code to new machines and architectures, compiler upgrades, and other modifications that are not expected to impact the climate.
Because we do not want the use of SP in portions of the CESM code to affect the simulation results, we use UF-CAM-ECT to test the correctness of our mixed precision experiments. In this case, UF-CAM-ECT compares the new mixed precision simulation results to an established ensemble that contains simulations that use all DP calculations; we only want to implement precision changes that result in a pass from UF-CAM-ECT. In [11] , we evaluated code changes that were not expected to impact the climate (i.e., changes that we expected to result in a UF-CAM-ECT pass). One of these experiments, labeled "Precision", was effectively a proof of concept test for using SP in a physics parameterization. In particular, we modified the elemental function that computes saturation vapor pressure (GoffGratch_svp_water), which dictates when water condenses or evaporates (important for clouds), by substituting 4-byte reals for 8-byte reals and found that the modified function yields statistically indistinguishable results. The result provides promise that adapting larger sections of code may also produce statistically consistent output.
C. Other tools for evaluating correctness
The popular (and publicly available) Atmosphere Working Group Diagnostics Package (AMWG-DP) computes climatological means of CESM simulation data and produces more than 600 plots and tables of the mean climate in multiple formats. The AMWG-DP uses monthly CAM output to evaluate a number of climate characteristics and statistics (e.g., seasonal cycles, intraseasonal variability, root mean square pattern differences) and can easily compare model simulation output to observational data or to output from a different simulation. Most climate scientists are comfortable using the AMWG-DP (or their own custom tools) to view the differences between simulations, such as the single-precision and mixedprecision simulations that we investigate here. Evaluating correctness via AMWG-DP is subjective in that there are not specific thresholds or quantities that flag a new simulation as being too different from the original (or "incorrect"). Indeed, such a determination is left to the climate scientist's discretion after viewing the AMWG-DP output. We note that the CESM-ECT tools were not developed to replace the use of tools like AMWG-DP, but rather to serve as a quick and easy-to-use first indicator of correctness. Showing that the CESM-ECT test results agree with the fine-grained details provided by AMWG-DP boosts user confidence in the CESM-ECT tools.
We used two other tools in this work: KGen [12] and the Single Column Atmosphere Model (SCAM) [13] . KGen is a Python tool that extracts a kernel from a large Fortran application. The extracted kernel can then be built and run outside the complexity of the original application, in this case CESM. The use of a kernel greatly reduces the time needed to build and execute the test code. KGen also provides finegrained testing of variable values by comparing Normalized Root Mean Square (NRMS) differences between data generated by the kernel when integrated into the model and values from the extracted kernel. Additionally, to facilitate debugging, we often use SCAM which also runs on a single CPU and avoids the need for parallel debugging. Various diagnostics can also be run quickly on the SCAM output.
III. CESM CLOUD MICROPHYSICS CODE Cloud processes are numerous and complex, and the CAM cloud microphysics package is responsible for the parameter-ization of the sub-grid scale cloud processes such as precipitation, evaporation, condensation, melting, freezing, aerosol physics, etc. Microphysics computations require a high degree of approximation, as cloud processes represent a large range of physical and temporal scales that large-scale models such as CESM cannot resolve [14] . (The saturation water vapor pressure function in the precision experiment discussed in Section II-B is one of many functions used by the CAM cloud microphysics package.) The microphysics package currently in use by CESM is the Morrison-Gettelman microphysics version 2 (MG2) package [14] . In our experience, MG2 represents approximately 6% of the atmosphere model run time in the version 2 release of CESM (and an even higher percentage of earlier releases), making it a target of optimization efforts (e.g., [15] ). As noted previously, parameterizations are expected to require fewer bits of precision to represent physical processes faithfully [10] , and converting MG2 to SP has long been of interest from an optimization standpoint. The parameterizations provide sufficient justification to attempt SP optimization, as MG2 is called within an MPI rank and affords few opportunities to exploit parallelism beyond vectorization. The completion of the UF-CAM-ECT tool and its encouraging precision experiment results motivated us to dive into this investigation now: Can we convert MG2 to single precision with sufficient fidelity to pass CESM-ECT?
A. MG2 code details CESM is primarily Fortran 90 (with some usage of Fortran 95 and 2003 features), and MG2 consists of sections of seven Fortran modules and represents about 8,000 lines of code, including 197 functions and 30 subroutines. The MG2 tendency subroutine (micro_mg_tend) executes the microphysics processes and contains more than 300 local variables in 2,700 lines of code. Other modules and subprograms initialize the package, read data from other parts of the model, set physical parameters, write variables to the CAM output files, and compute auxiliary physics. MG2 also relies on auxiliary modules that compute water vapor saturation processes (e.g., the saturation vapor pressure function discussed in II-B) as well as expensive transcendental functions like the gamma function and the error function. MG2 also contains very small (∼ 10 −20 ) physical constants related to particle masses and mixing ratios which are present in numerous equations.
B. Conversion to single precision
The aforementioned KGen tool has been used extensively by CESM developers for optimization efforts because the use of a kernel expedites the process of identifying run time errors and discrepancies in individual values. Thus, our work here began by creating what we refer to as MG2-kernel, which is the result of using the KGen tool to extract MG2 as a kernel from CESM. Note that kernels such as MG2 which have been extracted for optimization work at NCAR are available from a GitHub repository [16] . Converting MG2kernel to SP is straightforward and consists of substituting real(kind=r4) for real(kind=r8) in the extracted kernel, resulting in the MG2-kernel-SP. Correctness checking on the MG2-kernel-SP is currently limited to using KGen functionality to compare NRMS differences between variables and flagging differences higher than a user specified threshold.
We also needed to convert MG2 to SP while keeping it integrated into CAM in order to be able to produce model output that can be checked for correctness via CESM-ECT or some type of climate scientist inspection (e.g., AMWG-DP). For modules and subprograms that are only used within MG2, this conversion process was similar to that for MG2-kernel-SP in that it was a simple change from from real(kind=r8) to real(kind=r4). However, for all of the subprograms and modules that are also used outside of MG2, we had to create separate 4-byte subprograms and modules. Inputs into the MG2 package must be demoted to SP, and outputs promoted to DP. We refer to this test code as MG2-CAM-mixed. We note that from a standpoint of code comprehension, mixed precision is less desirable than uniform precision because it can result in unexpected behavior that is dependent on the compiler or CPU. Ideally, we will modify MG2 so that mixed precision arithmetic is minimized or eliminated, but this current setup (MG2-CAM-mixed) suffices for our immediate goal of determining whether using SP in portions of CESM is worth pursuing from a correctness standpoint.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL WORK
All experiments are performed on the Cheyenne [17] cluster at NCAR with the 2.0.0 release of CESM 1 . To configure the CESM simulations, we use the popular component set F2000climo that includes version 6 of CAM. We use an approximately 2-degree finite volume grid for the atmosphere and land models, with a 1-degree ocean and ice model grid (i.e., resolution f19 g17 mg17). Note that the MG2-kernel-SP is extracted from this setup.
For collecting performance timings, we run CESM simulations of one month in length on 25 nodes of Cheyenne with 36 MPI processes (no threads) on each node and enable the detailed timing functions built into CESM. Wallclock timing data is output to the CESM timing statistics files, and the relevant timer for the microphysics portion of the code is a:microp_mg_tend. We use the "wallmax" value, which is the maximum wallclock time across processes. For experiments to evaluate correctness (e.g., MG2-CAM-default, MG2-CAM-mixed and MG2-GammaWV-single), we use two nodes with 36 MPI processes (no threads) on each node. Note that MG2-CAM-default refers to the original unaltered CESM2 code where MG2 is entirely in DP. UF-CAM-ECT requires simulations of nine model time steps in length, while SCAM requires 1259 model time steps (approximately 35 days) simulations. AMWG-DP diagnostics need at least 12 months of output; we generate 18-month simulations here.
A. MG2-kernel-SP
Unfortunately, the wholesale conversion of the MG2 kernel to 4-byte floats results in very different outputs as indicated by the KGen NRMS values that compare the SP version with the original. While it is unclear what threshold for the relative NRMS would be reasonable, a number of variables in MG2kernel-SP have relative differences greater than 10 3 , which is certainly a huge threshold by most reasonable standards. In our experience, high NRMS values for this kernel test indicate that CESM-ECT is likely to fail on the integrated code, or MG2-CAM-mixed. In practice this kernel is quite useful for preliminary testing and debugging, but it is unclear how to use it for correctness checking if the NRMS values are nonzero.
B. MG2-CAM-mixed
We can more easily evaluate correctness with the MG2-CAM-mixed code. First, we apply UF-CAM-ECT to a set of 10 simulations with MG2-CAM-mixed that differ only by roundoff-level perturbations to the initial temperature field (as is standard for UF-CAM-ECT). UF-CAM-ECT reports a 100% failure rate across the 10 simulations for the MG2-CAM-mixed code. Given the seemingly large NRMS values reported by KGen, this failure is not wholly unexpected, but unfortunately, UF-CAM-ECT does not give any indication as to the reason for failure (motivating the recent work in [18] ).
We now look at the output from the SCAM configuration of the model for confirmation of the failure issued by CESM-ECT. Visually assessing data from the atmosphere model with the single column model is a popular first step for some climate scientists to assess the impact of their modification(s). In Figure 1a Figure 1a shows the differences between the two. This diagnostic image was created by one of the authors of MG2 and is useful for those with considerable climate system expertise. These diagnostic results appear to indicate that this experiment is "close" to the default, with nothing obviously systematically different. However, it is difficult to draw any broader conclusions from this plot alone, and shortly we will compare it to another SP experiment. Note that the color bar is omitted here as it is not needed for our comparison (green represents near zero values).
AMWG-DP diagnostics consist of over 600 plots and tables and are often a scientist's first interaction with CESM simulation data. We generated the complete set of diagnostics comparing MG2-CAM-default to MG2-CAM-mixed and share a couple of examples here. Certainly most scientists do not view the entire set of plots and tables in practice, and it is up to the individual scientist to decide which ones are of interest. We first show examples of two AMWG-DP diagnostic plots. Figure 2a contains horizontal contour plots for the annual mean of the surface temperature (TS). The top panel contains data from MG2-CAM-default and the center panel from MG2-CAM-mixed. Differences are indicated in the bottom panel and appear to be most pronounced in Alaska, Northern Canada and Greenland. It is difficult to gauge whether these differences are significant without climate expertise, and in fact most of the diagnostic plots that we examined appeared reasonable. However, Figure 3a contains a vertical contour plot for variable SIWC (snow plus ice water content) which we know to be affected by the microphysics code. Differences are easier to identify, particularly near the equator at the surface (vertical axes indicate pressure and height).
C. MG2-GammaWV-SP
Given the decisive CESM-ECT failure for the MG2-CAMmixed experiment as well as uncertainty about the AMWG-DP diagnostic for SIWC, we now take a step back and test the outcome of performing just a couple of the more expensive MG2 calculations in SP and leaving the rest of the MG2 package in DP. In particular, for this experiment referred to as MG2-GammaWV-SP, we convert the expensive gamma function and saturation water vapor pressure computations into SP. In this case, MG2 itself effectively runs in mixed precision. This modification includes functions in wv_sat_methods.F90 (in addition to that discussed in the previous section for the Precision experiment from [11] ) as well as the gamma function found in shr_spfn_mod.F90. UF-CAM-ECT reports a 0% failure rate for 10 test runs of this MG2-GammaWV-SP experiment, indicating that this modification is statistically consistent with the original DP calculation. Now we try to determine whether the SCAM and AMWG-DP assessments agree with UF-CAM-ECT. In Figure 1b , we show the same customized SCAM diagnostic for atmospheric temperature as in Figure 1a for this experiment. Comparing the two, it is difficult to tell which experiment is more similar to the default. In fact, Figure 1 illustrates that both MG2-CAMmixed and MG2-GammaWV-SP do a good job of reproducing simulated temperatures across timesteps, with only a few episodes of detectable differences. These differences are not a bias and are acceptable from a simulation point of view, given the variability of temperature in the simulations.
Next in AMWG-DP generated Figure 2b , the difference plots for the annual TS mean indicate that the extremes of the error are slightly lower in this MG2-GammaWV-SP experiment. For the microphysics variable SIWC in Figure 3b , it also appears as if the error is now smaller, and the artifact near the equator at the surface is gone. But a computer scientist or software engineer making optimizations or algorithmic changes would likely require the assistance of domain experts to assess whether these results are "close enough" to the original to be considered correct.
Recall that AMWG-DP also provides a number of tables, including one with global means and root mean square errors (RMSE) for 52 variables, which is typically one of the first diagnostics examined by climate experts. In Table I we list a subset of the AMWG-DP diagnostics variables and their values that compare MG2-CAM-mixed and MG2-GammaWV-SP to the default. These values are seemingly inconclusive as well, as the errors are not universally larger or smaller across all variables for this MG2-GammaWV-SP experiment as compared to MG2-CAM-mixed, highlighting the importance of more objective tests.
D. Evaluation
To compare the performance of the two experiments, we carry out 45 control runs of MG2-CAM-default and 45 runs each of MG2-CAM-mixed and MG2-GammaWV-SP (all simulations are one month in length to evaluate performance). CESM timing outputs for the MG2 package can be found in Table II . Each value represents the maximum wallclock time spent in MG2 across all 900 MPI ranks, of which we chose the minimum from the set of 45 runs. While the MG2-GammaWV-SP experiment maintains statistical consistency with the control ensemble, it does not represent a notable performance improvement. However, while the MG2-CAMmixed modification results in statistically inconsistent output, it does translate to a 15% performance improvement over the control test. We suspect that the relatively modest 15% reduction in execution time is due to the fact that the rather expensive gamma function, which is used extensively by MG2, is not currently vectorized.
Ideally we will continue to convert as much of MG2 as possible to compute in SP while maintaining statistical consistency with the default DP calculations. The real challenge is in determining how to systematically identify which MG2 subroutines, functions, program statements and variables can be converted to SP in a straightforward manner and which are more problematic or require reworking. There are likely some computations in MG2 that operate at the limits of precision (i.e., if a single cloud drop mass of O(10 −15 ) is multiplied by a number of drops of O(10 10 )). In general, tracing statistically inconsistent output to causative lines of code is a challenging task. But it seems that if we are to identify assignment statements in MG2-CAM-mixed that result in catastrophic loss of precision when computed in SP, such root cause analysis is needed. A brute-force method that starts from even one isolated package in CESM like MG2 is still a formidable undertaking, as thousands of statements and variables can be involved. An automated approach is certainly desirable.
V. RELATED WORK
There are numerous tools that seek to quantify the impact of mixed-precision arithmetic on performance and output error. Unfortunately, many tools based on formal methods such as Boolean satisfiability (SAT) and Satisfiability Modulo Theory (SMT) solvers are too expensive to use on large, real-world applications such as CESM. Rosa [19] mitigates some of the expense of exact SMT solving by integrating approximate interval arithmetic, and is designed to analyze, compile, and prove error bounds in Scala programs. FPTuner [20] also employs formal methods to allocate precision and performs error analysis automatically. However, FPTuner has only been tested on small benchmarks. Tools capable of analyzing large application models such as Precimonious [21] can involve many application runs. CRAFT [22] automatically implements mixed precision but can have high complexity.
Newer tools like Blame Analysis [23] and ADAPT [24] are attractive as they can be applied to HPC codes (see [25] a short overview). In particular, GPUMixer [25] is one such tool that performs static analysis to optimize mixed-precision performance and uses computation analysis to estimate error on scientific GPU applications. Rpe v5 [26] is an emulation method that allows developers to test the effects of reduced precision for models written in Fortran. However, emulators can cause compilers to optimize code differently, which may result in a failure to account for the effects of different machine instructions. Verificarlo [27] is a technique that uses Monte Carlo Arithmetic (MCA) to perform numerical verification of floating-point computations, and can account for compiler effects on accuracy. Verificarlo instruments floating-point operations at the Intermediate Representation level using LLVM [28] and thus supports common languages like Fortran. MCA-based approaches require a large number of samples, which in verificarlo are generated by a costly library. They plan to remove the expensive library in a future release. HiFPTuner [29] is another recent development that uses dependence analysis together with graphical analysis in the form of community detection. The software was evaluated on moderate-sized applications, but may scale to CESM.
Our recent work on CESM Root caUse Analysis of Numerical DiscrepAncy (CESM-RUANDA) [18] is capable of detecting the CPU instructions responsible for statistical inconsistency in simulation, which is a similar problem to that of determining which program statements are susceptible to SP computations. Our hope is that when the tool's full feature set is completed by adding functional root cause analysis of discrepancy, the completed tool will both facilitate mixedprecision porting and ensure output correctness.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have not yet realized our goal of computing the microphysics in CESM in SP in a manner that preserves statistical consistency and significantly reduces execution time. Indeed, modifying the entire MG2 package to run in SP yields statistically inconsistent results and modest reduction in execution time, while converting a small number of subprograms to run in SP returns a UF-CAM-ECT pass with only negligible performance gain. However, our work does suggest a method that can achieve both goals: incrementally converting expensive subprograms to compute in SP and testing for consistency after successive conversions. Such a brute-force approach could be improved by adapting or enhancing more sophisticated tools like GPUMixer or CESM-RUANDA. Perhaps a combination of the tools' approaches will prove beneficial for more automated adaptation to mixed-precision computations. In addition, we note that working closely with the CESM code developers is key for these optimization efforts as there are likely other parts of the CESM code that span many scales and could be re-written to reduce needed precision.
Our work here also highlights that employing traditional methods, such as AMWG-DP, for CESM quality assurance can be a difficult and imprecise undertaking for scientists and engineers without domain expertise. If subject-matter experts must be engaged to perform specialized analysis, this step invariably delays software development or optimization timelines. Objective, statistical techniques such as CESM-ECT can certainly accelerate the process. And while CESM-ECT has demonstrated its ability to detect problems with model output that agree with the expectations of climate scientists [2] , [11] , continued work is necessary on a broader range of experiments to improve confidence in automated tools for CESM quality assurance. Such work may prove very useful to model development in other application areas as well.
